
Senatorius Sacerdos Harpyiae  
 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law 

Within God 
Expansionist methodology in preference to reductionism; we 
start at the beginning with the simplest probable state and 
develop from there. 
 
Avoid extreme difficulties of accumulating “mass” in the 
universe by allowing quantum phenomena to evolve into 
mind rather than matter. Avoid multiple universes and high-
order dimensions. 
 
Do not confuse description with explanation (science 
describes things in ever increasing detail – will ultimately 
reduce everything to its smallest components without 
having arrived at any explanation). 

 
Create a ‘virtual’ universe – the mind of ‘god’ – compare computer simulations / 
games etc. Macrocosm/Microcosm – the simulation corresponds to ‘god’s’ 
understanding of its own origins and evolution.  Empty ‘Pre-Universe’ 
 
Compare Ain: Vacuum Fluctuations.  Short lived bursts of matter/antimatter (not 
necessarily those we observe). 
 
Compare “Star Sponge Vision” and Ain Soph: Emergence and Entrainment. 
Patterns form. 
 
Compare Ain Soph Aur:  Evolution.  Patterns become progressively more 
complex.  Unsuccessful patterns fail.   
 
Compare Darwinism and Cellular Automata: (Conway – Life).  Brain / 
consciousness (Sue Pockett).  Quantum Computing.  Consciousness/Sentience.  
Some patterns become conscious.  Self-awareness/sentience evolves. Implies 
division within ‘mind’. Observer (Hadit) point required for sentience.  A need for 
feedback in learning or a necessity for many threads of random events. 
 
Creation: ‘God’ creates a simulation – primal particle and basic forces.  Objects 
and the rules for their interaction.  Created at the simplest level.  Allowed to 
evolve. Genesis – 6 days represent interventions – introduction of ‘new code’ 



Certain steps accelerated (‘god’ had unspecified ages to emerge).  All entirely 
consistent with our current observations - Our current analysis overcomplicated 
but not necessarily wrong.  Incorrect observer point applied (Ptolemy vs 
Copernicus – just point of view). 
 
Purpose: Conception of what is good (Genesis ‘and he saw that it was good’). 
See ‘Sentient Beings’.  What is the prime motive of ‘god’ (god’s will). To explore 
all possibilities of ‘god’ (we are independent ‘trains of thought’).  Entertainment   
of ‘god’  
 
The ‘Material World: All virtual.  That which we measure has no direct relation to 
external reality.  All is as expressed by ‘god’. 
 
Sentient Beings: There is only one – ‘god’ – we are all part of that one.  Our 
universe is the mind of ‘god’.  Our capacity cannot exceed that of ‘god’.  As a 
conscious part of ‘god’ we can know ‘god’ and all that is known by ‘god’.  We 
are not a ‘conscious part’ – we are isolated and independent during 
‘incarnation’.  Awareness of this is seeded in our culture and genetics (DNA – 
unused code?).  
 
Full awareness can be attained during incarnation, but is usual only while 
discarnate.   Incarnation can be a choice.  Souls (stars) exist both incarnate and 
discarnate:  Incarnate has free will and ‘sensation’.  Discarnate has all 
knowledge. 
 
Purpose – to contribute to the exploration of all possibilities.  As a part of ‘god’ 
our dis-ease is contrary to ‘god’s’ will.  Aligning our will to ‘god’s’ will.  Improving 
as a species, evolving.   Our evolution is the microcosm of ‘god’s’.  Judgment – 
was it a good life? Specific social, political, economic, moral, ethical issues.  
Global economy, food distribution, genetic engineering, greed, power, etc. 
 
Methods – approaches to enlightenment.   Religion, ecstatic techniques, 
mysticism, drugs, etc. 
 
Time: Time Exists – not necessarily linear, but sequential – before and after are 
always meaningful.  Space Exists, but is invisible to us because it is the mind of 
‘god’ in which we exist.  Any idea of external space is necessarily only ‘god’s’ 
conception of it.  No sense data available to ‘god’. 
 
Reality: It is as it appears to be – the simulation is ‘perfect’. Mind / matter duality 
is entirely pointless – the experience is identical.  
Notes on ‘god’:  Not all powerful, etc, but all potential.  Many possibilities have 
not even occurred to ‘god’ yet we are the wildcard that will result in god’s 
evolution.  Intervenes as little as possible – wants ‘pure’ results. Good and evil 
artificial constructs that which pleases ‘god’ is good, that which doesn’t is evil. 
This distinction being made on the basis of our suppositions about ‘god’s’ will 
Holy books give a good indication but subject to misinterpretation/manipulation 



‘God’ is entirely amoral – is it pleasing?  
 
Pure thought – no sense data! 
 
Adamas 161 
 

Love is the Law. Love under Will 
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